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• Second generation antipsychotics (SGAs) are

 effective for bipolar spectrum disorders

•  Weight gain is the most problematic side effect 

and often leads to medication non-adherence

•  Recent clinical trials suggest metformin (MET) 

may mitigate weight gain associated with SGAs, 

but there is a significant gap in the evidence base 

and widespread use of MET 

•Pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs) are randomized 

trials that seek to compare the effectiveness of two 

or more interventions in real-world clinical settings 

•PCTs focus on patient-centered outcomes and 

seek to inform decisions made by clinicians and 

patients about the relative advantages and 

disadvantages of interventions

•MOBILITY (Metformin for overweight and OBese 

chILdren with bIpolar spectrum disorders Treated 

with second-generation antipsYchotics) is a PCT to 

assess the comparative effectiveness of MET plus 

a simple healthy lifestyle intervention (LIFE) vs. 

LIFE alone on patient-centered outcomes 
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OBJETIVES

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

RESULTS
• 507 patients consented and 491 randomized  as of 

5/10/17

•Recruitment barriers: high cancellation and no-show 

rates, lack of support staff, limited provider time, and 

referral outside of MOBILITY sites

•Retention barriers: transitions in care from inpatient 

to outpatient or day hospital settings 

CONCLUSIONS
•Conducting a multisite patient-centered pragmatic 

trial is much different from an explanatory trial with 

respect to study design, implementation, and 

barriers to recruitment and retention

•The initial demographic data show a diverse clinical 

sample and attest to the pragmatic nature of this 

trial

METHODS

•To understand the difference between PCTs and 

traditional explanatory trials 

•To describe study design, recruitment barriers, 

and initial sample characteristics  
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•Overweight/obese youth  ages 8–19 years  with current 

or past diagnosis of bipolar spectrum disorder who are 

continuing or starting treatment with SGAs were 

randomized in 1:1 ratio to either MET +  LIFE 

•The primary outcome measure is to assess overall and 

subgroup-specific impact of MET + LIFE versus LIFE 

alone on short- and long-term weight and metabolic 

health

•Differences in study design, barriers to recruitment and 

retention, and baseline  sample characteristics were 

analyzed

Demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline (N=438)
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